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ABSTRACT

In this work, we use the model developed in [1] to deduce a one-dimensional model for
the description of the poling of ferroelectric ceramics. This is built within the scheme of the ther-
modynamical theory of internal variables. The model produces both plastic and electric hysteresis
effects in the form of "plasticity", i,e., rate-independent evolution equations for the plastic strain,
and the residual electric polarization and both mechanical and electric hardenings. The influence
of stresses on ferroelectric hysteresis loops through piezoelectricity and electrostriction is a natural
outcome of this model. Some simple experimental methods for the determination of the material
coefficients of the considered ceramics are suggested.
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1. INTRODUCTION

* Permanent address: Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, Cairo University, Giza, Egypt.

It is only recently that general approaches have been presented for the description of cou-
pled electromechanical behaviours of electrically polarized (as alio magnetized) deformable solids
and, more particularly, crystals. While accounting for some microscopic features, these works
offer a fully deductive, phenomenological scheme. Among these, the approach by Maugin and
cc—workers [2]-[6], following the pioneering works of Toupin, Eringen, Tiersten and others, is
based on the fruitful notion of principle of virtual power (for finite velocities and without thermo-
dynamics] restrictions). Basing on this, and our model developed in [1], the present work aims to
deduce a one-dimensional thermodynamical model for the description of the poling of ferroelectric
ceramics.

The essential ferroelectric property is the possibility of reversal, or change in orientation,
of the polarization direction by an electric field. The hysteresis loop is a manifestation of this key
property.

One of the more useful applications of ferroelectric ceramics is that they are excellent
power supplies of electricity.

Ceramics are intrinsically isotropic since their properties are averaged over all crystal-
lographic directions. However, when such a substance is cooled in the presence of a sufficiently
intense electric field, an alignment of electric dipoles takes place and the substance becomes poled.
Then the material may exhibit piezoelectric properties [7].

The poling process may differ from one substance to another. Mechanical stresses may
play a role in the poling. For instance, some Perovskit ferroelectrics such as BaTiOi, it is often
straightforward to obtain a single domain plate by application of electric field alone, while for other,
such as PbTiOi it is easier to remove o-axis type domain with an applied stress in the plane of the
plate while orienting c-axis or 180 * domains with a fceld [8].

Our model is motivated by the fact that the effective number of dipoles aligned in the
direction of the applied field is altered as domains switch, and this number obeys a rate law which
depends nonlinearly on the electric field.

Hysteresis effects typical of poling may be due to rate-independent effects (like in the me-
chanical behaviour known as "plasticity"). This is explored here for the electric behaviour (which
coupled either through piezoelectricity or electrostriction to stfesses) thanks to the introduction
of electric internal variables [9}—[11]. Plastic behaviour will be involved simultaneously with the
electric properties. The model produces both plastic and electric-hysteresis effects in the form of
"plasticity", i.e., rate-independent, evolution equations for the plastic strain, the residual electric
polarization, and both mechanical and electric hardenings.
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2. THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS

A phenomenological model capable of displaying electromechanical hysteresis effects
and domain switch can be constructed by assuming first a specific dependence of the free energy
yj> per unit volume on a set of state variables, including an internal variable TV* which describes
an internal electric polarization.

To simplify, we assume that there are no variables which are related to microscopic effects

of plasticity and irreversible polarization such as densities of dislocation and domain wall motion.

We shall assume that the electric polarization n . is the sum of a reversible part n.r and a

residual contribution I l f l , that is, (compare with [1]):

IT" 3!!-!! 5 (2.1)

Besides the assumption (2.1) of decomposition of the total polarization, we assume that
the total strain tensor £ is also the sum of the reversible part £* and a plastic deformation £p, (we
assume that the deformation occurs in the frame of the theory of small perturbations), thus

£*=£-£'• (2.2)

We shall consider the following dependence of the free energy ^ per unit volume on a
set of (observable and internal) state variables

V1 = (£MLr,H"*,0) (2.3)

where 6 is the absolute temperature measured from a reference temperature. We should note that
^ is concave in $ and convex in all other arguments.

We use the standard Cartesian tensor notation in the rectangular coordinates system. All
considered fields are material fields written in the JCjr-system and depending on the space-time
variables (XK,t). The superimposed dot denotes the material time derivative [12]—[14].

Accounting for the special form of the free energy (2.3) and the hypothesis (2.1) and
(2.2), we can write the Clausius-Duhem inequality (compare with [1]) as:

wherein we have used the following definitions

- a'KL

(2.

E\ - E L
K

T (2.5)

where 5 is the entropy per unit volume, aKL is the component of Cauchy stress tensor E_L, the local
electric field [2], [3], represents the interaction between the electric dipoles and the mechanical
structure of the solid. Q is the heat flux vector.

The Clausius-Duhem inequality (2.4) can be considered as a thermodynamical constraint
imposed on the constitutive equation. In the absence of electric ordering effects and polarization
inertia, E_L and the electromotive intensity £ are simply related by the intramolecular balance equa-
tion written here as [14], [2]:

£+£"• = 0 . (2.6)

This equation suggests a balance of forces acting on the charged particles forming the polarized
material point of the medium.

We shall distinguish between dissipative processes that may depend on rates and fluxes,
such as viscosity, electric relaxation and heat conduction, and those which may be referred to as
instantaneous dissipative processes, in the sense that they do not depend on the associated rates
(rate-independent plasticity is such a case, but here this notion is applied to electric processes).
Accounting to the thermodynamical local-state axiom the entropy S takes its usual thermostatic
defintion S - S, and from (2.5) there remains the following dissipative inequality

where

= °KL l'K - 6-1 QK9,K

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

where <I>2 and <I>) refer to the two special classes of dissipative processes referred to above. The

state laws defined in (2.S) must be supplemented by complementary laws for the fields that produce

entropy in Eq.(2.7). For these, we may postulate the existence of dissipation potentials T>\ and Vi,

respectively, homogeneous of degree one and two in the rates so that the complementary laws read

on one hand and

on the other.

(2.10)

(2.11)

For the first set (2.10) one prefers to introduce a dual dissipation potential X>" via a
Legendre-Fenchel transformation, so that evolution equations will replace (2.10). Indeed, in anal-
ogy with rate-independent elastoplasticity with hardening and magnetic hysteresis effects [15],
instead of P* one can directly introduce an electric loading function / ( F\, •), Fi = { s., £"*, E_L }
such that t>\ becomes the indicator of convex set C = {F\ : / ( Fj, •) < 0 }, which defines the
domain of reversible electric processes spanned by Fi. With this, Eq.(2.10) is replaced by the
following evolution equations:

K (2.12)



where X is called the "plastic multiplier", and X > 0 if f\ - 0 and f\ = 0 and X - 0 if /i < 0 or
/i < 0. Viscosity, electric relaxation and thermal conduction remain described by Eqs.(2.11) with
a dissipation function T>i {£*, fl.r, A} •

The material coefficients are introduced by performing an expansion of the free energy.
In doing so, a split into thermo-electro-elastic contribution Yp, and the energy stocked by the
internal variables, ̂ w is achieved:

(2.13)

with, for instance, [1]

(2.14)

(2.15)

In fact, Q KL will depend on £ L • With the above, and in the absence of any plastic deformation, an
electric version of the celebrated Drucker inequality [1], [16] can be obtaii ed in the form

(2.16)

on account of Eq.(2.6) and the convexity of *F.

Proceeding as in [1], the plastic multiplier \ can be determined from the consistency
condition (for i ^ 0). One gets:

X = h~lH(h) < (dfi/dRL) • KL • <.dfi/d9)B + (a/i/9£) • i > (2.17)

ft= (dfi/d&*) •Q-idfi/dE!*) (2.18)

where h is called the electric hardening modulus, H(f\) is the Heaviside function and < • >
indicates the positive part

3. ELECTROMECHANICAL COUPLINGS - LOADING SURFACE

Several examples of the loading functions have been studied in detail [1]. The influ-
ence of stresses on these functions via various electromechanical couplings is also studied. Both
isotropic and kinematic hardening! are also studied.

For example, in the pure electric case if we consider that ET* is nothing but the scalar
( —£"* ), then EL"* is simply represented by a scalar quantity n **. We choose a loading function
in the form

f-l\\&\\ +&*)*-$ (3.1)

where
L L 1 1 1 1 (3.2)

where AKL is a positive-definite symmetric tensor which accounts of electric anisotropy and Bc is
the so-called coercive field. Applying the normality rules (2.12) in this case one obtains

- = TIIHJI di'
Jo

(3.3)

which shows that IT"* is the cumulated residual polarization, in total analogy with the cumulated
plastic strain in elastoplasticity with work hardening based on Von Mises type of loading function
[17]. Then the evolution equation that governs hysteresis effects is found to be in the form

The sign is to be selected depending on which one of the branches (right or left) of (3.1) has been
reached since f\ = 0 can be factorized in / ,+ / f = 0 . With a simple free energy density (a special
case of Eq.(2.13)), we set Q = S1^M/d{ni1*)1 > 0 and the computation of (2.17) and (2.18)
yields

h = 4E?Q, \ = (2EC)-1\\.JL\\-1 <±E%tAUNEJi> (3.5)

so that Eq.(3.4) reads in full

= ± Q-1 ||£||-2/ljrp £p < (3.6)

and this is fully determined if we know how Q varies with £ when we start from a virgin state. This
is nothing but the first polarization curve [18],

scalars)
In the one-dimensional case, Eqs.(3.6) and (3.3) are simply reduced to (all quantity are

(3.7)

Eq.(3.7)2 shows that the internal variable is nothing but the residual polarization up to a constant
n ° . The first polarization curve may be considered as an increasing, odd function £ = £(I\R)
such that Q = d£/dTlR at points on the first polarization curve.

The influence of electromechanical couplings is introduced. The field Ej1 in Eq.(3.1)
is replaced by an effective field which accounts for a coupling with stresses via piezoelectricity
(materials without centre of symmetry) or electrostriction, e.g.

(3.8)

g (3.9)

while the effective stress field assumes the following form

KL = °KL - BKIUN rijg P (3.10)

where PKLU and BKLUN are the relevant tensors of electromechanical couplings and XNP is the
tensor of electric susceptibilities. Some readers may consult Ref.l for more detail concerning the
electromechanical couplings with the stress.
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Numerical simulation of t! ie influence of different types of stress (e.g., tensile or compres-
sive) on the different parameters of major ferroelectric hysteresis loops (level of saturation of the
residual polarization, the coercive electric field and the slope) via the previous types of couplings
are illustrated in Figs.l, 2 and 3.

4. POLING OF CERAMICS

As an application of the model presented in the previous sections we consider the case
where the vectorial internal variable H** has the physcial interpretation of a polarization density
defined by (compare [19] and [20]) M_ = £)(£* • &,)£<,, where £<, is a unit vector in the direction

i

of the poling field, p* is an elementary electric dipole and the summation is carried out over each
subpart of the sample. The norm of the vector N_ gives us an indication to the number of the aligned
dipoles. Accounting for Eqs.(2.5) and expanding the material coefficients of the studied ceramic
and retaining terms at most linear in i£ we have the state laws (notation of Voigt for stress and
strain, a, 0 = 1,2 . . . , 6 )

EK = (X'A

and

PKaqNQ)Ea

- (PKa + PK<.QNQ)WK + ( r a + TaQNQ)$

<t>QNQ)8 - (TO + TaQNQ)Ea

pK9

IBKLN£4.1)
(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

where |5| < So < Bc, with 6C is the Curie temperature, IBKL may be called the orientation
polarization. SOQNQ and pxNg express the stress and the entropy during domain switching
XKLQNQ, PKLQNQ,TOQNQ,QKQNQ and (JIQNQ are the changes in the inverse electric suscep-
tibility, piezoelectricity, thermoelastic coefficients and the change in the pyroelectric vector and in
the specific heat due to domain switching and TJ is the entropy per unit mass.

As the constitutive equations (4.1)-(4.4) include tensors of odd rank, they are valid for
materials with no centre of symmetry. These equations constitute a fully coupled, three-dimensional
thermodynamical set of equations describing the poling of ferroelectric ceramics [21].

As we see in Eqs.(4.1>-(4.4) the domain switching will affect most of the macroscopic
properties of feiroelectrics. Consequently, the starting point for the experimental study of ferro-
electric is the preparation of single crystals which are both single domain electrically and untwined
crystallographically. Thus it seems natural that we seek certain simplifications when need arises
and at the same time not destroy the essence of our present approach.

Our purpose is to consider the simplest non trivial constitutive relations and rate laws
which are sufficient to yield results comparable to experimental observations. To shed some light

and be more specific, let us consider the following one-dimensional form of the free energy

V =y(S,nr,N,$) (4.5)

where S is the strain, 9 is the absolute temperature and N, in fact, gives the effective number of
the aligned dipoles.

We shall restrict our considerations to a fairly thin specimen which is large in lateral
extent and whose surfaces are stress free. Expanding Eq.(4.5) and using the definitions (2.5) in
one-dimensional form and then developing the material coefficients of the considered specimen and
retaining only the linear terms in the independent variable N we get the following one-dimensional
constitutive equations

ELr = (e + e'N)S+ ( t + e'N)Ur + ( 6 + e'Jv*)5 + 6JV (4.6)

T' = (C + C'N)S-(e + e'N)nT + {r+T)N)6 + aN (4.7)

i, = no + ( * + 4>'N)e + ( e + e ' j v ) r r - < T + T / A T ) 5 + <IN (4.8)

and the following linear one-dimensional form to the internal electric field

EM = XN-aS+bIlr + d6 (4.9)

where
e'N, E'N, e'JV, CN, •r'N and '̂JV

are the changes in the piezoelectric, dielectric, pyroelectric, elastic and thermoelastic coefficients
and the specific heat constant due to domain switching, bN, aN and dN sat the additional polar-
ization, stress and entropy occur during domain switching.

We now turn to the problem of determining a rate law governing the internal variable JV.
For this purpose, we turn to Eq.(2.12)23 which assume now the following forms:

V = \df/dEL . (4.10)

Accounting to the fact that the electric internal variable is nothing but the residual polarization up
to a constant Eqs.(4.10) yield

N = ± Q~l < ±i > where Q ~ (4.11)

and the sign means in/or opposite the direction of the poling field. Eq.(4.11 )i is the rate law govern-
ing tie evolution with time of the density of the aligned dipoles. In view of Eq.(4.11)2, Eq.(4.11)]
is a nonlinear evolution equation.

Eqs.(4.6)-(4.9) and Eq.(4.11) constitute afully coupled one-dimensional thermodynam-
ical set of equations describing the electromechanical hysteresis effects and the poling of the fer-
roelectric ceramics.
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s. DETERMINATION OF THE MATERIAL COEFFICIENTS

All the material coefficients introduced in the modelling are denned at two different states
of the sample, the virgin state and the poled state.

It is assumed that the virgin state corresponds to a natural reference state in which the
material behaves isotropicaliy. Mathematically, a virgin, or thermally depoled specimen is one for
which Fljf = 0, NK = 0 and $ = 0. This definition is useful for the determination of the elastic
coefficients, the inverse electric susceptibility tensor and thermoelastic coefficients ra via standard
methods.

Next, we define the poled state as a state for which

£jr = O, 72 = 0, NK = UK. (4.12)

The vector & can be measured experimentally, TJO is detennined by assuming that the entropy level
at the poled state is zero, i.e., TJ = 0. Thus at this state £[_ is normalized with respect to the maximum
value of the density of the aligned dipoles, so that ||JS£|| = 1. In fact, we can take ££_ = (1,0,0).
In this manner we obtain sets of material coefficients in both one- and three-dimensional form for
the changes due to poling. For instance, for the effect of poling on pyroelectricity we obatdn

(4.13)

with
(4.14)* - (xk\ + XKLO] 6$

where Saff are the elastic compliances and we have used the following notation

A.. = A.. + A.QNQ

A = ^1^.(1,0,0) •
Eq.(4.l3) can be useful in the observation of domain switching through the pyroelectric measure-
ment, by determining the rate of variation of the reversible polarization with temperature in the
poled state [8]. Eq.(4.14) provides a means of determining the effect of domain switching on the
electromechanical coupling coefficients through the slope of {EL*, rT)-curve in the poled state.
For more detail we refer the reader to Ref.21.
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